Daytimer is a 7 yr old reg. QH red dun gelding: He is
quiet in and outside of the arena. He has been there,
done that! I have used him for: team sorting (I have
a 19 sec. run on him & numerous winnings), halter,
trail riding, trail courses (both timed & judged), poles,
and barrels. He is easy to catch, easy to handle,
clip, shoe, & bathe. He stands quietly and loads
quietly. He is very cautious as to what he is doing.
He is light mouthed and works well off of leg cues.
He is sound and sane with no bad vices. He is bred
for cattle work or speed (Poco, Doc Bar, Spanish
Freckles, Easy Jet). He has great conformation and
disposition!
$4000 OBO Serious Inquiries only please

3 yr old reg. QH red dun filly. She is easy to handle
& loves attention. This filly has speed, athleticism,
and conformation for speed events and the style,
elegance, and conformation for English events. She
has been ridden a few times by a 14 yr old girl. She
is sane and sound. Her training has been limited due
to my own health. She is a beautiful mover. Her
bloodlines include Bonanza, Joe Hale Bars, and
Poco breedings.
$1000 OBO Serious Inquiries only please

3 yr old reg. buttermilk buckskin TWH/RH filly. She
has lots of natural movement with a great stride and
headshake. This filly has the looks, conformation,
and bloodlines to get you noticed! She is easy to
handle, easy to catch, and loves attention. She ties
and loads with no problems. She has a great
disposition and wonderful conformation. She has
been started & already rides in a halter & bareback.
This filly is very sensible, willing, and wants to
please!
$3500 OBO Serious Inquiries only please

Call or email Jamie @ (573) 225-0009, (573) 833-6904 or
a_smooth_cowgirl@yahoo.com

Addy is the kindest horse. He was the first horse that
my daughter rode at the age of 2. Addy has been
used for ''PONY'' rides, camps and lessons. He is
the perfect horse for beginner riders and youths of
all ages. May have the potential to show in youth
classes. We have Addy's full brother POCO
ROWDY BRICK and would prefer that they stay
together. These brothers have never been
separated.
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1

*** Prefer that both horses stay together as they
have never been separated!***
$3000.00 for the pair

Rowdy is an all around great horse. Perfect for a
youth rider. Rowdy will do anything you ask of him.
He is used for camp and lessons for first time riders.
Would be an excellent show horse as he has
western pleasure training. We have Rowdy's full
brother POCO ADD VANTAGE and would prefer
that they stay together. These two brothers have
never been separated.
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*** Prefer that both horses stay together as they
have never been separated!***
$3000.00 for the pair
Friday is a gentle and dependable registered TWH
gelding. He has been shown in Versatility classes
and used as a lesson/ camp horse. He is friendly,
quiet, easy to catch, easy to shoe, sound. He is very
noisy and loves attention. He is solid built making
him ideal for anyone or any terrain. Friday is kind
and has no bad habits. He gets along well with other
horses. He stands approximately 15 hands.
$3000.00

To SEE or TRY, call Jamie @ (573) 225-0009

